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Abstract
Toen has interpreted the schematization problem as originally imag-
ined by Grothendieck ([G]) in such a way that solution(s) to this
problem could be given. As he pointed out, there are many so-
lutions available, and in [T1], [T2], [T3] he gave two constructions
solving this problem. What we do in the present work is reconsider
what Grothendieck initially had in mind and develop a formalism that
provides a concept of “schematization” and corresponding homotopy
groups of “schematized” homotopy types. In our view this can be
realized if generalizing topological spaces to symmetric spectra, and
homotopy groups would be provided by a stack over the opposite cat-
egory of brave new rings, representable by SpecS, S the sphere spec-
trum.
∗rg.mathematics@gmail.com
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1 Introduction
It is important to note that the present work is in no way an addendum, nor
does it supplant Toen’s work on the schematization of homotopy types, which
is very complete. Our aim is modest; we wanted to find an object that would
correspond to a schematization of homotopy types, and an accompanying no-
tion of homotopy groups, starting from very simple considerations. In doing
so we arrived at a notion of homotopy groups of objects in a comma cate-
gory, generalizing the classical homotopy groups of spaces, something that
we found to be of interest to algebraic topologists, but not entirely needed
in a schematization proper. So for the sake of that part only, we divided this
paper into two parts to emphasize that they are fairly distinct, the first one
being about that generalization, the second one being about a discussion of
a schematization of homotopy types.
What Grothendieck started with is the observation in [G] that homotopy
types are essentially discrete structures, so one may as well consider, say,
a free Z-module M of finite type. It gives rise to a vector bundle over
S0 = SpecZ which he denoted by W (M), whose Z-module of sections is
M itself. The functor M 7→ W (M) is fully faithful. Then he considered
any Z-module M , i.e., an abelian group. In that case our vector bundle
should be defined as W (M) : k 7→ M ⊗Z k a functor on the category of
commutative Z-algebras, still very close to a vector bundle. That functor
M 7→ W (M) is still faithful. This is this structure Grothendieck pulled back
to spaces via torsors. What he considered then is an auxiliary category U(k)
of unipotent bundles over k, not quite schemes over k. They are defined as
functors k-CAlg = (k-Aff)op → Set, i.e. presheaves on k-Aff. If we denote by
τ the fpqc topology on k-Aff, then we consider the model category of sheaves
on k-Aff that Toen denotes by k-Aff∼,τ , and we’re looking for a sub-model
category:
U(k) ⊂ k-Aff∼,τ ⊂ k̂-Aff
Grothendieck defined U(k) as the union of an increasing sequence of sub-
categories Un(k). He defined Un+1(k) as follows: for any k-module M ,
the corresponding vector bundle is defined via W (M)(k′) = M ⊗k k
′, and
Xn+1 ∈ Un+1(k) if and only if there is some Xn ∈ Un(k) and some k-module
M such that Xn+1 is isomorphic to a torsor over Xn with group W (M). In
other terms, the initial embedding of a discrete structure into the category
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of schemes, or vector bundles as he saw them, this is pulled back to U(k),
thereby endowing it with the flavor of a schematic object being an embedding
of a discrete structure. Later in his same work Grothendieck will observe that
the modules M have to be projective.
We have a sections functor U(k)→ Set : X 7→ X(k) that induces a map:
Hom(∆op, U(k))→ Hom(∆op, Set)
Grothendieck initially argued that since the right hand side should mod-
elize homotopy types, then we would have a notion of weak equivalence for
simplicial objects in U(k), hence a corresponding homotopy category. More
specifically, he considered a subcategory M(k) of U(k) whose objects have
homotopy groups endowed with a k-module structure, something that he will
drop later, but nevertheless the idea remains: one should aim for a subcate-
gory of sU(k) in a sense to be precised. Then the notion of weak equivalence
we have above should lead to a homotopy category Hotn(k) of n-connected
schematic homotopy types over k, homotopy types because of a yet to be
precised notion of weak equivalence, schematic because objects in U(k) have
the flavor of schemes insofar as they are torsors with groups W (M) that
initially were viewed as scheme-like objects, embeddings of discrete, homo-
topy type objects in the category of schemes over a certain base. This is the
picture we have to keep in mind. Much of the work Grothendieck did from
there revolved around defining a proper notion of homotopy. The first hint
that this preliminary picture may not work comes from the very definition of
M(k); how could one make homotopy groups endowed with a non-trivial k-
module structure? Looking elsewhere, Grothendieck pointed out that we do
have a classical abelianization functor for homotopy types Hotn → D·(Ab).
One should then have a commutative diagram:
Hotn(k) −−−→ D·(Ab)


y


y
Hotn −−−→ D·(Ab)
hence we need an abelianization, or linearization functor Hotn(k)→ D·(Ab),
coming from a localization of a functor Mn(k) → ch·(Abk). It is at this
point that Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces make their appearance, essentially as
linearized, schematic homotopy types. Ultimately, Grothendieck was aiming
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for a k-linearization functor L : U(k) → Abk, X ≃ W (M) 7→ L(X). Defin-
ing L(X) necessitates taking completions, something he wanted to avoid,
so he considered pointed homotopy types instead, something that is quite
natural. Hence he considered a category U(k) of pointed homotopy types
instead of U(k), with a corresponding k-linearization functor Lpt that is
well-behaved with regards to ring extensions. For X∗ ∈ sU(k)
 a sim-
plicial object in U(k), one defines its homology by LH(X∗) = Lpt(X∗)
and one defines Hi(X∗) := πi(Lpt(X∗)) = Hi(LH(X∗)) something that
Grothendieck regarded as a much better way to define a notion of weak
equivalence than the one introduced above: X∗ → X
′
∗
is a weak equiva-
lence if the total homology functor LH transforms this map into a quasi-
isomorphism. At some point later though Grothendieck introduced a Lie
functor Lie : U(k) → Abk, X = W (M) 7→ M with the usual homotopy
groups πi(X∗) = πi(X∗(k)) satisfying πi(X∗) ≃ πi(Lie(X∗)) which he defined
as the natural definition of homotopy invariance of X∗, hence a notion of
weak equivalence as inducing an isomorphism for πi invariants, i.e. quasi-
isomorphisms for the corresponding Lie chain complexes. Even though this is
yet another notion of weak equivalence which he considered as a cornerstone
of a theory of schematic homotopy types, he will admit later that a notion of
weak equivalence is not agreed upon. Thus the very definition of schematic
homotopy type is not settled.
Regarding homotopy groups, them being k-modules will be dropped quite
fast by Grothendieck, but one thing he will keep though is that higher ho-
motopy groups πn for n > 1 are endowed with an action of π1, hinting at
the fact that possibly homotopy groups themselves may have to be upgraded
to something more general. This is also apparent in the fact that since the
beginning of his work on the schematization problem, he wanted to use Post-
nikov devissage to define schematic homotopy types, something he will find
not to be too useful, but not completely abandon, which he admitted later
since it was constantly on his mind, and at times lead him astray. This also
points to the fact that homotopy groups carry an additional structure. It
needs to be mentioned as well that Grothendieck at some point considered
π1 to be a group object in U(k).
From this short synopsis one gets the flavor of what Grothendieck had in
mind regarding schematic homotopy type, even though the very definition of
weak equivalence is something that is elusive, and one cannot help but notice
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how homotopy groups themselves should probably be generalized.
To talk about homotopy type one needs to have a model category in mind,
and speaking of spaces, we are looking for a homotopy category of spaces.
For X such a space speaking of schematic homotopy type over k a ground
ring means, from our perspective, putting X and k on a same footing for
them to be comparable, hence first explaining how k could be seen as an
object of a given homotopy category of spaces. This is fairly immediate: we
have a fully faithful functor, the Yoneda embedding:
CAlg → Top
k 7→ Spec k (1)
X being given, and looking for a notion of homotopy type over k, we consider
functors SpecR → X in Top for R ∈ k-Mod = Abk as providing such a
notion. Just focusing on a definition of homotopy group at this point, one
can define:
πn(SpecR
f
−→ X) = f∗πn(SpecR)
In a first part of this work, we will derive a few properties of such homotopy
groups. In a second part, we will generalize this notion quite a bit. Starting
from homotopy groups being a presheaf of sets on k-CAlg, for k fixed, one
defines πkn(R) = πn(SpecR). If we want this presheaf to be representable,
we are looking for some k-module R0 so that π
k
n = Homk-CAlg(−, R0) =
Homk-Aff(SpecR0,−). Written differently:
[Sn, SpecR] = Homk-Aff(SpecR0, SpecR)
so we are looking for an object R0, that perhaps should be graded, re-
garded as an object of a homotopy category, that would make this rela-
tion hold. One can immediately think of spectra with SpecR0 the sphere
spectrum Σ∞S0 = S, and SpecR being an E∞-ring. Thus πn should be
replaced by RHomComm(SpΣ)(S,−) = RHomS-Aff(−, Spec S) where S-Aff =
(Comm(SpΣ))op. Instead of topological spaces, we will consider simplicial
sets K and their symmetric suspension spectrum Σ∞K = X . Morphisms of
spectra R → X correspond to morphisms SpecR ← SpecX in the opposite
category, hence the notion corresponding to homotopy groups in a spectral
”schematization” of homotopy types would be provided by:
RHomS-AffSpecX/(−, Spec S) (2)
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2 Part I: Algebraic Topology
As pointed out in the introduction, for X a given topological space, k a
commutative ring, to talk about the homotopy type of X over k one would
want to put X and k on a same footing to be able to define invariants of
one object relative to the other. Thus it is natural to consider morphisms
SpecR → X for R ∈ k-Mod. The image of that morphism tells us what is
X relative to R. In doing so we implicitly regard X as a locally ringed space
with a structure sheaf OX with global sections Γ(X,OX) = ΓX . A morphism
SpecR→ X is regarded as an object of Top/X , and we generalize homotopy
groups of spaces to homotopy groups of morphisms of spaces as follows:
πi : Top→ Set
Top/
X 7→ πi(X) := πiX
where:
πiX : Top/X → Set
(Y
f
−→ X) 7→ πiX(Y
f
−→ X) = f∗πi(Y )
We will drop the subscript X in what follows. Observe that the classical
homotopy group is recovered as πi(X
id
−→ X) = id∗πi(X) = πi(X), where
X
id
−→ X is the terminal object in Top/X , so the classical picture can be seen
as being embedded in this more general formalism of dealing with objects
in comma categories of Top. Observe that one may develop this formalism
with objects in comma categories only by letting Y in πn(Y
f
−→ X) = f∗πn(Y )
where Y be an object in a comma category, where the classical case would
be recovered by considering Y = Y . Indeed:
πn(A
f
−→ B
g
−→ X) = πn(A
g◦f
−−→ X)
= (g ◦ f)∗πn(A)
= g∗ ◦ f∗πn(A)
= g∗πn(A
f
−→ B)
so we can very well see this last expression as πn((A
f
−→ B)
g
−→ X).
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We will be interested in the affine part of this functor, which we denote
with the same letter:
πiX : k-Aff/X → Set
(SpecR
f
−→ X) 7→ πi(SpecR
f
−→ X) = f∗πi(SpecR)
where we have slightly abused notations by writing Top/X |k-Aff = k-Aff/X .
Now recall that for any locally ringed space (X,OX) and any ring R we have:
HomℓRgSpop(SpecR, (X,OX))
∼=
−→ HomRg(R,Γ(X,OX))
and using the notation ΓX = Γ(X,OX) we have:
k-Aff/X = (k-CAlgΓX/)
op
hence we consider the affine version of homotopy groups given by:
πi : Top→ Set
(k-CAlgΓ/)
op
X 7→ πiX (3)
where:
πiX : k-CAlg
op
ΓX/
→ Set
(R← ΓX) 7→ πiX(R) = πi(SpecR
f
−→ X) = f∗πi(SpecR) (4)
We will refer to πiX as the i-th homotopy group of X , it is a presheaf of
groups for i ≥ 1 and of abelian groups for i ≥ 2, by its definition. We
now go over a few properties of these homotopy groups, using mainly [M] an
elementary resource as a guide. In terms of loop spaces, one can write:
πn(A
f
−→ X) = f∗πn(A) = f∗πn−1ΩA = · · · = f∗π0(Ω
nA)
For the purposes of having long exact sequences of homotopy groups, we
consider, for A
f
−→ X , the following homotopy fiber ([M]):
Ff = A×f PX = {(a, ξ) | f(a) = ξ(1)} ⊂ A× PX
with PX = F (I,X), I based at 0, so Ff consists of paths γ : ∗ → f(A) ⊂ X ,
i.e. Ff = P (X ; ∗, f(A)), the space of paths in X starting at the fixed point
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∗ and ending in f(A). We have a natural projection π : Ff → X, (x, χ) 7→ x.
We also have an inclusion ι : ΩX → Ff specified by ι(ξ) = (∗, ξ), ∗ ∈ A,
since ΩX ⊂ PX . This gets us a fiber sequence generated by f as given in
[M]:
· · · → Ω2A
Ω2f
−−→ Ω2X
−Ωι
−−→ ΩFf
−Ωπ
−−→ ΩA
−Ωf
−−→ ΩX
ι
−→ Ff
π
−→ A
f
−→ X
where as defined in [M], (−Ωf)(η)(t) = (f ◦η)(1− t) for η ∈ ΩA. From there
we get a long exact sequence of pointed sets for any based space Z:
· · · → [Z,ΩFf ]→ [Z,ΩA]→ [Z,ΩX ]→ [Z, Ff ]→ [Z,A]→ [Z,X ]
Then we let Z = Sn and [Sn,−] = πn to arrive at:
· · · πnΩFf πnΩA πnΩX πnFf πnA πnX
πn+1Ff πn+1A πn+1X πnP (X ; ∗, f(A))
πn+1P (X ; ∗, f(A)) πn+1(X, f(A))
πn+2(X, f(A))
✲ ✲ ✲ ✲ ✲ ✲
in simplified form:
· · · → πnA
f∗
−→ πnX → πn(X, fA)
∂
−→ πn−1A→ · · · → π0A→ π0X
Coming back to the definition of homotopy groups of objects in comma cate-
gories, πn(A
f
−→ X) = f∗πnA is the image of πnA
f∗
−→ πnX , so πnA։ πn(A
f
−→
X), and because we have a long exact sequence, it follows that:
πnA/∂πn+1(X, fA) ∼= πn(A
f
−→ X)
We would like now to answer the question as to whether a map A
τ
−→ B
induces a map πn(A
f
−→ X)→ πn(B
g
−→ X). In order to do so we have to define
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morphisms of objects of Top/X . For later purposes we consider the following
general case: for two objects A
f
−→ X and B
g
−→ Y , we define morphisms
between those objects as being given by the following commutative diagram:
A
τ
−−−→ B
f


y


yg
fA −−−→
τfg
gB
incl


y


yincl
X −−−→
h
Y
(5)
In such a manner that h|fA = τfg and τfg ◦ f = g ◦ τ . Thus (h, τ) satisfying
the above conditions defines a morphism between A → X and B → Y . We
now show this induces a map πn(A
f
−→ X)
τ∗−→ πn(B
g
−→ Y ). In a first time by
commutativity of (5), we have:
[Sn, A]
[Sn, τA]
[Sn, B]
[Sn, fA] ⊂ πnX
[Sn, τfg(fA)]
[Sn, gτA]
[Sn, gB] ⊂ πnY
f∗
τ∗
τfg∗
g∗
h∗
∩ ∩
✲
❄
✲
✲
❄
❄
giving us a commutative diagram:
πn+1(X, fA)
∂
−−−→ πnA
f∗
−−−→ πnX
τ∗


y


yh∗
πn+1(Y, gB) −−−→
∂
πnB −−−→
g∗
πnY
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from which we have:
∂πn+1(X, fA) = Kerf∗ ⊂ Ker τfg∗ ◦ f∗ = Kerg∗ ◦ τ∗
= {u ∈ πnA, τ∗u ∈ Kerg∗}
= {u ∈ πnA, τ∗u ∈ ∂πn+1(Y, gB)}
= τ−1
∗
∂πn+1(Y, gB) := H
or equivalently, ∂πn+1(X, fA) ⊂ H . Now we have a map:
πnA→ πnB ։ πnB/∂πn+1(Y, gB)
and H = τ−1
∗
∂πn+1(Y, gB) ⊳ πnA, so there is a map:
πnA/H → πnB/∂πn+1(Y, gB)
and since we have shown ∂πn+1(X, fA) ⊂ H , it follows we also have a map:
πnA/∂πn+1(X, fA)→ πnA/H
and by composition we get a map:
πnA/∂πn+1(X, fA)→ πnB/∂πn+1(Y, gB)
that is, a morphism (h, τ) from A
f
−→ X to B
g
−→ Y induces a map πn(A
f
−→
X) → πn(B
g
−→ Y ). Finally letting X = Y, with h = id, we have πn as
a covariant functor on Top/X , hence a covariant restriction on k-Aff/X , or
equivalently a presheaf on k-CAlgΓX/, hence what we defined as πiX in (4)
is a presheaf of sets on k-CAlgΓX/. In the second part of this paper, we will
see that the appropriate generalization of πiX to schematic homotopy types
will be a stack.
Lemma 2.1. If X is contractible, for any A
f
−→ X , then πn(A
f
−→ X) = 0.
Proof. πn(X) = 0 for all n ≥ 0, and πn(A
f
−→ X) = f∗πnA ⊂ πnX so that
πn(A
f
−→ X) = 0 for all n ≥ 0.
Lemma 2.2. If X is discrete, for any A
f
−→ X , πn(A
f
−→ X) = 0.
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Proof. X being discrete, πnX = 0, the rest of the proof is identical to that
of the previous lemma.
Lemma 2.3. πn((A
f
−→ X)× (B
g
−→ Y )) ∼= πn(A
f
−→ X)× πn(B
g
−→ Y ).
Proof. It suffices to write:
πn((A
f
−→ X)× (B
g
−→ Y )) = πn(A×B
f×g
−−→ X × Y )
= (f × g)∗πn(A×B)
∼= (f × g)∗πnA× πnB
= f∗ × g∗πnA× πnB
= f∗πnA× g∗πnB
= πn(A
f
−→ X)× πn(B
g
−→ Y )
Lemma 2.4. πn(A
f
−→ X) does not depend on the basepoint.
Proof. For classical homotopy groups, this is proved in [M] and is stated as
follows: if f : (X,A)→ (Y,B) is a map of pairs, α : I → A a path from a to
a′ in A, then the following diagram commutes:
πn(X,A, a)
f∗
−−−→ πn(Y,B, f(a))
∼=


y


y∼=
πn(X,A, a
′) −−−→
f∗
πn(Y,B, f(a
′))
(6)
In our setting this would read as follows: for a map (A
f
−→ X)
(h,τ)
−−→ (B
g
−→ Y ),
α : I → A a path from a to a′ in A, we prove the following diagram is
commutative:
πn(A
f
−→ X, a)
(h,τ)∗
−−−→ π(B
g
−→ Y, τ(a))


y


y
πn(A
f
−→ X, a′) −−−→
(h,τ)∗
πn(B
g
−→ Y, τ(a′))
which can be rewritten in the following form:
f∗πn(A, a) −−−→ g∗πn(B, τ(a))


y


y
f∗πn(A, a
′) −−−→ g∗πn(B, τ(a
′))
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This is what we prove. In a first time observe that by definition of maps
between objects in comma categories as we have defined them, we have:
A
τ
−−−→ B
f


y


yg
fA −−−→
τfg
gB
from which it follows that:
πn(A, a)
τ∗−−−→ πn(B, τa)
f∗


y


yg∗
πn(fA, f(a)) −−−→
τfg∗
πn(gB, gτa)
∥
∥
∥
πn(gB, τfgfa)
(7)
It follows that with this commutative diagram along with (6), we have:
f∗πn(A, a) g∗πn(B, τa)
πn(A, a)
πn(A, a
′)
f∗πn(A, a
′)
πn(B, τa)
πn(B, τa
′)
g∗πn(B, τa
′)
∼= ∼= ∼=
τ∗
τ∗
∼=
❄
❅
❅
❅■
 
 
 ✠
 
 
 ✒
❅
❅
❅❘ ❄
✲
✲
❄ ❄
✲
✲
Now the left, right, and center squares commute by (6), and the top and
bottom squares commute by (7), making the outside square commute, which
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means exactly:
f∗πn(A, a) −−−→ g∗πn(B, h(a))
∼=


y


y∼=
f∗πn(A, a
′) −−−→ g∗πn(B, h(a
′))
which completes the proof.
We consider now the following behavior under colimits as covered in [M]:
if Xi →֒ Xi+1 are inclusions of spaces with colimit X , then the natural
map colimi πn(Xi) → πnX is an isomorphism for each n. In our setting if
Xi →֒ Xi+1 are inclusions, so are hi : Xi →֒ X . Consider:
Ai
τi−−−→ A
fi


y


yf
fiAi −−−→
τfif
fA
incl


y


yincl
Xi −−−→
hi
X
Since hi|fi(Ai) = τfif , this latter is an inclusion as well. We ask that Ai →֒
Ai+1 be inclusions as well so that τi itself is an inclusion. Hence we are
looking at inclusions (Ai
fi
−→ Xi) →֒ (Ai+1
fi+1
−−→ Xi+1), with colimi(Ai
fi
−→
Xi) = A
f
−→ X . We have:
Lemma 2.5. If A
f
−→ X = colimn(An
fn
−→ Xn), then the natural map:
colim
n
πn(An
fn
−→ Xn)→ πn(A
f
−→ X)
is an isomorphism for all n.
Proof. The proof uses exactly the same argument as in the proof of the
classical result proved in [M], that is a map Sn → (A
f
−→ X) has image in
Aj → Xk, and taking l = max{j, k}, this gives us a map S
n → Al
fl−→ Xl,
so we have a map πn(A
f
−→ X)→ colimn πn(An
fn
−→ Xn), but we already had
a unique map colimn πn(An
fn
−→ Xn) → πn(A
f
−→ X), so we have the desired
isomorphism, and this for all n.
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We also have a generalization of the classical Freudenthal suspension the-
orem: recall from [M] for example that for a based space X , we have the
suspension homomorphism Σ : πnX → πn+1(ΣX) defined by Σf = f ∧ id :
Sn+1 ∼= Sn ∧ S1 → X ∧ S1 = ΣX giving rise to the following result: if X is
(n − 1)-connected and non-degenerately based, then Σ : πq(X) → πq+1X is
a bijection for q < 2n− 1 and a surjection for q = 2n− 1. We prove:
Theorem 2.6. For X , A both (n − 1)-connected, n ≥ 1, non-degenerately
based spaces, we have:
Σ : πq(A
f
−→ X)→ πq+1(ΣA
f∧id
−−→ ΣX)
is a bijection for q < 2n− 1 and a surjection for q = 2n− 1.
Proof. The question is whether we can have a bottom horizontal map closing
the diagram below into a commutative diagram:
Σ : πnA πn+1ΣA
Sn
γ
−→ A Sn ∧ S1
γ∧id
−−→ A ∧ S1
f∗ (f ∧ id)∗
f∗πnA (f ∧ id)∗πn+1ΣA
✲
⊢ ✲
❄ ❄
Consider γ ∈ πnA. We have:
Σ : (Sn
γ
−→ A
f
−→ fA) 7→ (Sn ∧ S1
γ∧id
−−→ A ∧ S1
f∧S1
−−−→ fA ∧ S1)
can be interpreted as being Σfγ or (f ∧ id)∗Σγ. This shows that we have a
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commutative diagram:
πnA
f∗
f∗πnA
Σ πn+1ΣA
(f ∧ id)∗
πn+1ΣX
Σ
∼=
πnX
(f ∧ id)∗πn+1ΣA
✲
❄
✲
❄
✲
∩ ∩
Because the bottom horizontal map is the suspension map on classical ho-
motopy groups for which we have the Freudenthal suspension theorem, and
by virtue of our commutative diagram, it follows that:
Σ : f∗πqA→ (f ∧ id)∗πq+1ΣA
satisfies the same result as its classical counterpart, that is:
Σ : πq(A
f
−→ X)→ πq+1(ΣA
f∧id
−−→ ΣX)
is a bijection for q < 2n− 1 and a surjection for q = 2n− 1.
Finally we discuss base change: we use the following notations:
πknX : k-CAlg
op
ΓX/
→ Set
{k → R← ΓX}
op = {Spec k ← SpecR→ X} 7→ πn(SpecR→ X)
Suppose we have a morphism of rings b : k → k′. This induces b∗ : Spec k ←
Spec k′. Hence given {Spec k′ ← SpecR→ X} we get:
SpecR
Spec k′
Spec k
X
  ✠
❅❅❘
❅
❅
❅❘
❄
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Hence b∗ induces a map:
(b∗)∗ : k’-CAlg
op
ΓX/
→ k-CAlgopΓX/
and finally by composition with πknX we get a map:
πknX ◦ (b
∗)∗ : k’-CAlg
op
ΓX/
→ k-CAlgopΓX/
πknX−−→ Set
that is, a map ((b∗)∗)
∗ : πknX → π
k′
nX induced by a base change morphism
b : k → k′.
3 Part II: Algebraic Geometry
Homotopy groups of schematic homotopy types are endowed with some ad-
ditional structure; initially they are asked to be k-modules, something that
will be dropped later in [G]. π1 is asked to operate on the πi’s for i > 1. π1
itself is regarded as a group object in U(k). Thus it is natural to look for a
generalization of homotopy groups to a setting where a putative schematiza-
tion would naturally take place.
We start by just considering πn : k-CAlg
op → Set, R 7→ πn(SpecR). If
we want πn itself to be a sheaf on k-CAlg, we make it representable by an
object R0 of k-CAlg, hence:
πn(SpecR) = Homk-CAlg(R,R0) = Homk-Aff(SpecR0, SpecR)
or in other terms:
[Sn, SpecR] = Homk-Aff(SpecR0, SpecR)
This points to the fact that the Hom on the right hand side is already taken
in a homotopy category to be defined, and that probably SpecR0 should be
regarded as a semi-simplicial object, or even a spectrum. We are looking for
such an object that would play the role of spheres in a homotopy category.
We consider the category of spectra SpΣ as covered in [HSS] and [S]. We
choose to represent spheres by the sphere spectrum Σ∞S0 = S and spaces to
be generalized to the setting of (topological) symmetric spectra via:
X ≃ S0 ∧X
Σ
−→ S1 ∧X → · · ·
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i.e. X 7→ Σ∞X , and to be general we let K be a simplicial set and work
with Σ∞K, the symmetric suspension spectrum of K. Therefore what used
to be considered as SpecR in classical homotopy theory should be replaced
by R ∈ SpΣ. Considering the sphere spectrum is suitable since it is the
initial object in the ∞-category of ring spectra. SpΣ is endowed with the
positive stable model structure of [S]. The model category SpΣ is a symmetric
monoidal model category with respect to the symmetric smash product of
spectra. Commutative monoids in SpΣ are called highly structured ring
spectra, or commutative symmetric ring spectra, or even brave new rings
([TV]), and their model category is denoted Comm(SpΣ) = S-Alg in [TV].
On S-Alg we still have the positive stable model structure. Its opposite
model category will be denoted S-Aff. Hence we are looking at:
RHomS-Alg(S,−) = RHomS-Aff(−, Spec S)
the question is whether that is a sheaf on S-Aff. RHom is denoted Ho(h) in
[TV2], [TV3], [TV4], with hX = Hom(−, X) the classical Yoneda embedding.
It is proved there that Ho(h) and Rh are canonically isomorphic. h is defined
as follows on a model category M : h :M → sPr(M) with
hx : M
op → sSet
y 7→ HomM(Γ(y), x) = MapM(y, x)
for a fixed cosimplicial resolution functor Γ whose dependency will drop in
Rh. This is what is referred to as the homotopical Yoneda embedding in
[TV2], [TV3], [TV4]. The reader is referred to those references for more
details. Now RhX is a stack on S-Aff for any X if we pick a subcanonical
model topology. In [TV] it is proven that a certain kind of model topolo-
gies called standard topologies are subcanonical. Briefly, standard model
topologies on S-Aff are extensions of usual topologies on affine schemes.
Let τ be one such topology, be it the Zariski, Nisnevich, etale, or ff topol-
ogy. By definition ([TV]), a family of morphisms of commutative S-algebras
{X → Yi} is a standard τ -covering if the induced family of morphisms of
schemes {Spec π0Yi → Spec π0X} is a τ -covering of affine schemes, and if for
all i the natural morphism of π0(Yi)-modules π∗(X) ⊗π0(X) π0(Yi) → π∗(Yi)
is an isomorphism. Hence if S-Aff is endowed with one of those standard
model topologies, which are proven in [TV] to be subcanonical, then RhX
is a stack on S-Aff for all X , and Rh being isomorphic to Ho(h), it follows
that:
RHomS-Alg(S,−) = RHomS-Aff(−, Spec S)
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is a stack, taking X = Spec S. Note that the left hand side is our gen-
eralization to the category of spectra of the classical homotopy groups of
spaces. It is understood throughout that sets are viewed as constant sim-
plicial sets. Finally a model topology on S-Aff induces a model topol-
ogy on S-AffX/, and it being a subsite of S-Aff for the induced topology,
we have a map S-Aff∼,τ → S-Aff∼,τX/ that maps RHomS-Aff(−, Spec S) to
RHomS-AffSpecX/(−, Spec S), so this latter still is a stack. This we claim is the
generalization, for a fixed spectrum X = Σ∞K, of the notion of schematiza-
tion of homotopy type and accompanying homotopy groups. The schematiza-
tion is essentially a spectralization first, followed by considering morphisms
into a suspension spectrum Σ∞K as in the first part of this paper. Mor-
phisms from ring spectra R into X in S-Alg correspond to morphisms under
SpecX in S-Aff, and homotopy groups taken altogether are given by the
stack RHomS-AffSpecX/(−, Spec S), the sphere spectrum being a generalization
to spectra of spheres in Top as far as generalizing classical homotopy groups
is concerned.
We can derive a few properties of RHomSpΣ(S,−) that generalize classical
results. By design, the suspension functor − ∧ S1 is an isomorphism in the
stable homotopy category ([Vo], [HSS]), so:
RHomSpΣ(S,Σ
∞K) ∼= RHomSpΣ(ΣS,Σ(Σ
∞K))
as a generalization of having the Freudenthal suspension isomorphism πnX →
πn+1(ΣX). Now at the level of the model category Sp
Σ only, from [HSS], if
γ = Card(S), α is a γ-filtered ordinal, X : α→ SpΣ is a α-indexed diagram
of symmetric spectra, then:
colimHomSpΣ(S, X)
∼=
−→ HomSpΣ(S, colimX)
which generalizes colim πn(Xi)
∼=
−→ πn(colimXi). Finally using the same re-
sult, since for symmetric spectra X and Y we have X ∧ Y = X ⊗S Y , with
this latter the colimit of the diagram:
Γ : X ⊗ S⊗ Y
m⊗1
//
1⊗m
// X ⊗ Y
then we also have:
HomSpΣ(S, X ∧ Y )
∼=
−→ colimHomSpΣ(S,Γ)
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where the colimit on the right hand side is the colimit of:
HomSpΣ(S, X ⊗ S⊗ Y )
(m⊗1)∗
//
(1⊗m)∗
// HomSpΣ(S, X ⊗ Y )
that is, HomSpΣ(S, X) × HomSpΣ(S, Y ), a generalization of πn(A × B) ∼=
πnA× πnB.
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